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Ultra-Precision Diamond Tool for Electro Optics
Infrared Optics, Metals, Plastics and Injection Molding

When you want to maximize tool life and achieve greater
consistency while working with challenging materials,
M10 Edge, Ltd has the expertise to help you stay ahead of the competition.
A trusted partner in providing diamond tooling to Electro Optics fabricators,
M10 Edge offers tools made with the highest quality diamonds at the optimum
orientation to use in diamond turned electro-optic applications.

Low-waviness coupled with low slope
error contribute to pristine part form

Silicon Asphere

As a diamond turning technician,
you face increasingly challenging
figure specifications. In response,
M10 Edge has added a mid-spatial
requirement beyond the traditional
‘peak to valley’ control waviness
specification for superior
precision.

Your profitability depends on
machine up-time! Consistency and
performance of diamond tooling is
the difference in maximum
throughput of your diamond
turning operation. Our diamond
tools will keep your ultra-precision
machines productive, maximizing
your return on investment.

PMMA Lenses

Electroless Nickel Mold Inserts

M10 Edge is proud to supply optimized diamond tools for machining transmissive infrared
crystals, chalcogenide glass, non-ferrous metals and plastics.

Repair Services
3-day turn around on all tool re-laps

To get the most out of your existing tooling inventory,
M10 Edge has mastered the art of reparing all ultra-precision diamond tools at our
regional facilities. Each is capable of repairing ultra-precision diamond tools to the
highest standards.

500X Nomarski

Rake Face
Worn cutting edge on rake face
Evident chipping and radius degradation

When you partner with M10, you’ll
benefit from fast, reliable, cost
effective repair services.
Diamond tools are expensive. We
repair your tool with minimal
material removal to provide you
extended tool life.

Take advantage of our guaranteed
3-day turnaround on all tool re-laps
We inspect each repaired diamond
tool cutting edge at 500X
Nomarski to ensure consistent,
repeatable performance.
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Clearance Face

Clearance Face

Cutting edge after M10 re-Lap
Free of lapping lines & defects

Worn cutting edge on clearance face.
Evident chipping and depth of damage.

Own diamond tools from another manufacturer?
We’ll repair them for you as if they were our own.

Cutting edge after M10 re-lap.
Minimal material removal to maximize
tool life.
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